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Ride and the sprinkler at the other, using the down stroke of the T as a
syphon with a short piece of hose to the barrel. We plug up the opening
in the pipe to the barrel so that it is only about one-fourth the size of the
hydrant opening. In this way Weget ten pounds of sulfate on half a green,
diluted in about 250 gallons of water. Moveyour sprinkler to the other half
of your green, mix another ten pounds of ammonium sulfate in your barrel
of water, and repeat the process. In this manner your green gets the
fertilizer while being sprinkled without any extra work.-H. P. Kidd,
Wheatley Hills Golf Clt~b, East Williston, Long Island, New York.

Injecting CarbonDisulfidinto Ant Holes.-Ants have bothered us very
seriously on a number of our greens. I have tried almost every device to
inject carbon disulfid into their holes but have not as yet found a satisfac-
tory implement that is proof against spilling the poison and will not clog
up while injecting the liquid. I finally fixed up a simple little device
which works pretty well for us and may be of interest to readers of THE

BULLETIN. I got a small rubber syringe which can be bought at any drug
store for about 25 cents, not a pump syringe but a ball syringe. We first
used this just as we bought it, but found that with the spout of the syringe
as it was there was considerable danger of spilling poison on the grass
around the hole and not getting the liquid directly into the hole. We
found by taking an ordinary parlor match and sharpening one end to a
point, running the blunt end into the spout of the syringe, which it just
about fits, that we could inject the poison fairly rapidly without any
danger of spilling, as the liquid runs down the match, which can be stuck
into the ant hole. \Ve inject possibly five or six drops into each ant hole,
and cover as quickly as possible with moist soil. We tried oil cans with
various-sized holes, but in every caSefound they clogged easily and a great
deal of time was wasted in cleaning the outlet. An oil can with an outlet
sufficiently large to avoid clogging spilled too much poison on the grass.
Our arrangement is crude and we are not satisfied with it and would appre-
ciate description of any device used elsewhere which is thought to be effec-
tive. Although this is the most satisfactory method We have found for
treating ant tunnels with carbon disulfid, it does not by any means com-
pletely solve the ant problem, as where the ant nests are numerous the
treating of each nest requires an enormous amount of time. When we
treat one part of a green where the ant holes are numerous the next day
there are just as many in some other part of the green. Carbon disulfid
kills a good many of the ants but a great many escape coming up the hole
aRthe liquid is dropped in, before the fumes have affected them.-Thornton
Conover, Tredyffrin Country Club, Paoli, Pa.

(The Editors full~' a!!,ree with Mr. Conover that the carbon disulfid method
does not solve the ant problem and that the treating of each nest, which is neces-
sary, requires an enormous amount of time. An entirely satisfactory means of
ridding greens of ants is yet to be worked out. A suggestion might be added,
however, and that is that some experimenters report that covering the hills and
surrounding area with wet burlap sacks immediately after the application is made,
is helpful in retaining the fumes in the tunnels for a longer period.)


